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Since China's reform and opening up, the urbanization and the development of
industrialization have started. Meanwhile, the demand for land and the scale of land
transfer is growing rapidly. For a variety of reasons, the competitive behavior aimed
at land transfer among local governments has come into being which may lead to a
series of problems. Among them, the mechanism of how local governments affected
by other competing governments and how to generate strategic interaction deserve
attention and study. In addition, the land transfer for the industrial land and the
residential is totally different and the difference of land revenue is very large. Besides,
the competitive behavior aimed at land transfer is also different faced with different
land categories. So I differentiate these two kinds of land, and study the strategic
interaction of both kinds of land of local governments. As most of the current research
literatures on land competition haven’t distinguish between different types of lands,
and hasn’t explained the local government land competition from the perspective of
strategic interactions, the paper has the practical and theoretical significance.
I firstly sort the land transfer system, and then expound the connotation and
extension of land finance and analyze the reasons for land finance caused by different
kinds of lands. And then the theoretical analysis of the strategic interaction of
different types of land is conducted. In the empirical analysis, I analyze the results of
the theoretical analysis. There comes the conclusion that industrial land competition
will eventually lead to a "race to the bottom" result, while the residential land strategy
interactive result is rather vague, the residential land acts is significantly positively
affected by the national real estate market boom level. On the basis of theoretical
analysis and empirical testing, I propose some recommendations, such as a reasonable
division of property rights powers, the partial power given to local governments to
issue bonds, and a hardened land revenue budget constraint.
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业用地的价格都在下跌，每平方米下跌 40元至 50 元（黄小虎，2007）。且不论
③
相关数据支撑见下文数据描述性统计。
④ 2012中国国土资源公报，2013年 4月 20日，第 2-8页。
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